**Rock’n’roll weds business**

**TUESDAY FOCUS**

LOS ANGELES (AP) — It would have been unthinkable a few years ago. To buy one of the two official posters for the Rolling Stones' current North American tour, you have to purchase a bottle of Jovan perfume as well.

And if you wear the official Rod Stewart T-shirt being sold outside his current concerts, you’ll be walking around with the Stones logo emblazoned on your back.

Signs of the times, and to paraphrase Bob Dylan, the times they are indeed a-changin’ as far as relations go between Madison Avenue and rock’n’roll. To Joe Coleman, whose 5-year-old New York marketing firm Rockhill played marriage broker to the Stones-Jovan matches, the change is nothing short of revolutionary.

“When I started Rockhill,” recalled the 31-year-old former pre-med student, “Madison Avenue and major corporations had no interest in tying themselves with rock’n’roll because there was still this image of rock’n’roll being a counterculture movement. There’s no question that going to Woodstock was much as making a statement of your political feelings as for the entertainments.”

But more than a decade has gone by. Music — with the possible exception of the anti-establishment output of some punk and new-wave bands — is back to being plain old entertainment, and the Woodstock generation has grown up.

“Someone went to Woodstock today could be an advertising executive in his mid-life making decisions on how to spend millions of dollars,” Coleman said. “They understand that rock music is a very positive part of someone’s lifestyle. It’s a great way to communicate to teens, not something to be afraid of.”

Teenagers have also changed, Coleman added.

“Ten years ago a kid had an anti-business attitude. You go to college today they’re not picketing against big companies, they’re trying to get a job.”

**Nuclear talks**

U.S. and Soviet officials began meeting in Geneva today, opening the first round of arms control negotiations between the two superpowers since the 1969 SALT I talks.

The meeting is expected to last for about a month. The two sides will discuss a range of issues, including limitation on strategic nuclear warheads, and the possible exception of the anti-establishment output has grown up.

**Dance-a-thon added to Mardi Gras plans**

By VIC SCULLI

News Staff

Plans for this year’s Mardi Gras are well under way but because of the nogging rule instituted by Bishop McManus for all events taking place in the diocese, a number of changes will be made to the format of the annual event that have taken place.

One of the additions to this year’s Mardi Gras is a Dance-a-thon, scheduled to take place February 15 in the Purple Deacon’s, from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. The format for the dance marathon will be slightly different from the format of most marathons. Instead of using sponsor sheets, the diocese will appeal to the public to will tickets at $5 each. The tickets, which will be divided into three parts, will sponsor the dancers, ad-

**Portrait by friend honors Sr. Madeleva, Art’s Center**

By MICHAEL WILKINS

News Staff

Saint Mary’s College, in conjunction with the 20th anniversary of the Moreau Fine Arts Center, recently unveiled a portrait of Sr. Madeleva, former president of the college.

The portrait of Sr. Madeleva was painted by Alice Schlesinger, a professional painter and friend of Sr. Madeleva. The painting was unveiled October 30 by Schlesinger and John David of Sister Mary’s.

Sr. Madeleva was chosen as the subject of the portrait because she was president of Saint Mary’s but also because she was a writer, poet and aided efforts to have the Moreau Fine Arts Center constructed, according to the Saint Mary’s Public Relations Department.

Schlesinger started painting professionally in Europe where she graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts. Recently she was painting in the United States while in Vienna, and also illustrated 20 children’s books. She came to the United States in 1939 and has exhibited her work in Los Angeles and South Bend as well as in Vienna.

Schlesinger, who belongs to many art groups, has received a commission from Saint Mary’s College to paint a portrait of Sr. Madeleva, the year of Sr. Madeleva, with a portrait of her. She has held exhibitions for the last seven years and has been working on portraiture in South Bend for the past six years.

The portrait of Sr. Madeleva will permanently remain on display in the Great Hall of Lemars Hall.
The Los Angeles Coroner conducted an autopsy yesterday in hopes of unlocking new clues in the mysterious death of a 6-year-old girl whose body was found Saturday in the chilly Pacific waters off Santa Catalina Island. Miss Wood, clad in a blue nightgown, knee-high socks and a red down jacket, disappeared late Saturday in a small boat from the area of the island called chilly stepfather and half-sister. James E. Billiot was arrested Saturday in the death area of the island, officials said. She was found Sunday morning just beneath the surface of the water a half-mile away, off Blue Cavern Point and about 200 yards from the 15-foot dinghy. The Coast Guard said he would have made a save. But authorities said Miss Wood apparently drowned, although exposure was also cited as a possible cause of death. Sheriff’s homicide investig­aters remained on the island yesterday gathering information on the events leading up to Miss Wood’s death. Unexplained was how the 45-year-old actress was able to slip away from the yacht un­noticed — apparently in spite of her stated fear of deep water.— AP

Unfortunately, I think this is going to come off sound­ ing like a type of Notre Dame rabble-rousing in print, but please don’t stop reading. I’ve been bumbling and tumbling through that terrible reality of real school applications that face many seniors now. And whether it is these or job interviews or whatever, the signs are all too prevalent that the real experience is rapidly coming to a close for seniors. The real world is a dog barking on downdrafts wanting to be let in, or that tumbling of thunder off in the distance that we con­sciously ignore. But soon it will arrive upon us, and our lives truly will become ordinary.

We all seem to have taken our life here at Notre Dame for granted these last four years. It seems that we have been fulled into accepting nothing less. It probably will not be until long after we graduate that we sentimentally realize just how good we have had it here.

Yes, of course, will ask, “Well, what is the Notre Dame experience?” The answer can be nothing more than indeterminate, but as we move away from this place, in different direction, we will begin to see it clearer. Obviously, this is a caring place with caring people, who give a damn about your welfare. I am not talking about our sometimes-cold, sometimes-minimalist-only. I basically am talking about the students and faculty. To be sure, we have many self-centered losers, but overall experience has been that students here concern themselves about their own and other people’s problems. Unfortunately, that is not to be found in the real world.

Here at Notre Dame has been one of a thousand experiences. There is literally something here with everyone for everyone. There is no niche into which an individual is unable to fall into, be it acting, writing, photography, running, boxing or simply socializing at Corby’s. I’ve been told by friends back home that they have even more of a party town. This compli­ment, although not quite true, points to the fact that the people here, despite all the intellectuals and books also work at being well-rounded individuals and not some book worm whose head is too big to carry.

One of the biggest problems is that everyone has a lot of time and, its atmosphere is not to be found elsewhere. Each day we see many ex­amples of it, but we do not properly assimilate them because we have grown too used to them here. Our four years here are supposed to be some of the best in our life because of the responsibility to do our best in school. Although this can sometimes create the administration to lead like a bumbling and tumbling, and as members of this community we have an obliga­tion to improve that Notre Dame experience. There is so much potential to make our experience here even better than it is now; the only thing stopping us is stu­dent apathy. Student apathy has been the biggest disap­pointment here at Notre Dame. For four years we have allowed the administration to continually place the dol­lar sign before the interests of the students, and we have lived with so many of the issue rules they have laid down before us, without really making any stand in defense of the administra­tion, their intentions, I believe, have always been good, but so often mis­directed. In attacks of the admin­istration, they have been dead to student input. Most of us have allowed the administration to be dead; we have done nothing to solve their heating problems. There have been a couple of times when some students have tried to make the ad­ministration take a stand, but generally the students have sat back without speaking up. Why should any student, with what is to come once we leave Notre Dame, be a number of balancing faults. This place is not a perfect, as members of this community we have an obliga­tion to improve that Notre Dame experience. There is so much potential to make our experience here even better than it is now; the only thing stopping us is stu­dent apathy. Student apathy has been the biggest disap­pointment here at Notre Dame. For four years we have allowed the administration to continually place the dol­lar sign before the interests of the students, and we have lived with so many of the issue rules they have laid down before us, without really making any stand in defense of the administra­tion, their intentions, I believe, have always been good, but so often mis­directed. In attacks of the admin­istration, they have been dead to student input. Most of us have allowed the administration to be dead; we have done nothing to solve their heating problems. There have been a couple of times when some students have tried to make the ad­ministration take a stand, but generally the students have sat back without speaking up. Why should any student, with what is to come once we leave Notre Dame, be a number of balancing faults. This place is not a perfect,
Liturgy honors slain missionaries

By Gus Tamborello

On Wednesday, a liturgy and prayer service in honor of the four missionaries slain in El Salvador were sponsored by the Holy Cosmos Justice and Peace Center and the Leadership Conference of Women Religious.

The United States Embassy identified the four as Thomas Simonis, 30, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Jean Donovan, 38, of Brooklyn, New York, and Maryknoll Sisters Jean Marie and Mary F. Donovan, 35, of Carroll Hall, Maryknoll, New York. The four were killed Sunday, May 3, in a rural part of the country.

Government officials said the cause of death was a single gun bullet. The four had been searching for Jean Donovan.

In addition to the poster offering rewards for information, the Office of the Federal Director of Information and Security has also been notified and is investigating the case.

The Office of the Federal Director of Information and Security released a statement that no information or leads were available at this time.

The case has been assigned to the same division which handled similar cases in the past.

The case has been referred to the Justice Department for further investigation.

Colorful T-Shirts Help Draw a Crowd

The success of the national "Ski-Mask Rapist" concert series was recently celebrated with a concert at St. Stephen's Church. The concert featured the popular group from Los Angeles, the "Ski-Mask Rapist." The group performed their popular songs, "The Ski-Mask Rapist " and "The Ski-Mask Rapist's Theme."

The concert was held in the church's main hall, which was packed with fans of the group. The crowd was enthusiastic as the group performed a medley of their hits, including "I Hold It, I Hold It," "The Ski-Mask Rapist," and "The Ski-Mask Rapist's Theme."

The concert was sponsored by the National Ski-Mask Rapist Foundation, which has been working to promote the group's music and raise funds for their cause. The concert was a huge success, with the crowd cheering and singing along to every song.

The group also held a meet-and-greet session after the concert, where fans had the opportunity to meet the band members and take photos. The band members were happy to meet their fans and sign autographs.

The concert was a big success, and the group plans to continue their tour, which will take them to other cities across the country. They hope to continue to raise funds for their cause and spread their message to as many people as possible.

The Ski-Mask Rapist Foundation is grateful to everyone who came out to support the group and help raise funds for their cause. They hope that this success will inspire others to get involved and support their mission.
Drug smuggling

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court agreed yesterday to decide the fate of a federal program against drug smuggling and to review arguments on whether presidents can be sued for money damages for violating the rights of Americans.

The justices will use a Florida case to determine whether law enforcement officers can stop, question and even search air travelers whose behavior fits a "drug courier profile."

The other case specifically involves whether former President Nixon and his top aides can be sued for money damages by an Air Force "whistleblower" who claims his right to free speech was violated by his dismissal for speaking out about cost overruns.

However, the justices appeared more interested in a payment Nixon made to limit his losses in the $35 million suit by A. Ernest Fitzgerald through his in the constitutional issues raised by the suit.

Under that agreement, a $142,000 payment already made to Fitzgerald will settle the suit if the Supreme Court upholds Nixon's arguments. But Nixon will have to pay an additional $28,000 if the court rules against him.

Although the financial arrangement essentially settles the Fitzgerald matter, the justices appeared to be looking for "a way to have the weight of a particular case be carried over into another case," said a Nixon lawyer in the case.

The decision is expected by July, but comments from a majority of the justices yesterday suggested they may find the case too narrow to solve the much broader question of whether presidents may be sued for money damages for their actions as presidents.

Fitzgerald, the case's plaintiff, has refused to participate in any new proceedings in the case because he says the court has ordered him to return a portion of the $142,000 settlement that he agreed to accept.

The court's decision is expected to clear up several issues in the legal battle between the Nixon administration and Fitzgerald, who was Nixon's personal assistant during the presidency.

Fitzgerald is seeking $2 million in damages and the return of his personal papers and other items seized by the government.

The justices will hear arguments in the case Oct. 7.

Residents assistant selection begins

By GUS TAMORELLO

The selection process for resident assistants begins today with applications available in Room 315 of the Administration Building.

The position of resident assistant is open to any student entering the senior or graduate student level for the academic year in which they work.

Between 600 and 650 students apply each year, according to Fr. Gregory Green, assistant vice president of Student Affairs.

Graduate students are a minority but it is not necessarily more difficult for a graduate student to be selected. A grade point average of at least 3.0 is required along with three letters of recommendation.

These recommendations, Green said, should be from members, either former or present, of the community. People know best how that person performs within the residence hall.

However, the application is not open to students who have been "estranged or separated," meaning the residence hall is not open to them. That includes those who are "estranged or separated" because of legal problems or discipline issues.

Faulkner University will begin a screening process. Those applicants who pass this process will be notified by February 1.

All residents will then be informed of those candidates seeking a position as resident assistant in their respective halls.

"It is up to the Rector whether, when and how the candidate will be interviewed," according to Green. The Rector may interview the candidate either in the residence hall or in another location.

The candidates will be interviewed to determine if they are a good fit for the position.

The position of resident assistant is open to any student entering the senior or graduate student level for the academic year in which they work.

Applications will be available Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. in Room 315 of the Administration Building. Applications for the fall will be due by March 8, and applications for the spring will be due by March 29.

The Rector may interview candidates who are selected for the position at any time of the year.

The position of resident assistant is open to any student entering the senior or graduate student level for the academic year in which they work.
Irish face Hoosiers in first real test
Paxson says 'Rat Pack' will surprise some people

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Associate Sports Editor

Many people are still groaning about Dan
ny Ainge, Mormons, and Digger Phelps. They say it's bad luck for Notre Dame basketball fans. A few agree, but most would prefer everyone not getting too excited about the national championship. People with visibility, even those who object, have been known to get excited about the national championship.

Some blamed Phelps and his slow-down of
even. Others blamed Ainge and his slow
drive down the court. But those who looked
at objectively blamed the players them-
selves, who failed to execute when the time
came to do so.

But that was eight months ago, and now the
fighting Irish have begun a new season, with
many new players — or rather, without the
old ones. Gone to the NCAA are the three men
primarily responsible for what Phelps calls
"the most successful period in the history of
Notre Dame basketball." Now he must find a
to do without Woodbridge, Tripucka and
Jackson.

"We have quality athletes in this program right
tow," Phelps says. "Before the year is
over, they are going to surprise some people.
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Senior Mitchell wants to prove himself in '81

By MICHAEL O'ORMAN
Sport Editor

In a season full of unanswered questions, Irish fans definitely will get a chance to see exactly what 11 unproven players can and cannot do. One of those question marks has been an enigma of sorts since the day he arrived at Notre Dame in September.

Mike Mitchell has stood alone for over three years. Digger Phelps' sole signee in the spring of 1978, he was Northern California's Player of the Year after his senior season, having averaged an astounding 31 points a game. His freshman year at Notre Dame saw him filling a backup role behind mammoth Rich Branning, the playing guard.

"I was satisfied with things that year," he recalls. "I had plenty of opportunities to play (13.4 minutes per game), and I was able to contribute. When that season was over, I remember being really optimistic about my future here."

But this time he's steadily downhill from there. A preseason knee injury required surgery and caused Mitchell to miss the first few games of his sophomore campaign. He spent the rest of that year rebuilding his game, and the project never really was completed.

"I thought my sophomore year was frustrating," he says now, "until the end of my junior year. That's when I realized things could get worse."

Another preseason knee injury followed by another round of arthroscopic surgery forced Mitchell to endure the frustration of watching 15 of last season's 29 games.

Now a senior, Mitchell sees his final Irish campaign as his big chance to set the record straight and prove the past. "I'm read," he says, with an excited smile. "I'm in the best shape I've been in since high school, and I'm more confident. I've been in a long, long time."

"He's a great person and deserves to be captain. It has nothing to do with playing time, and has everything to do with leadership."

Ah -- confidence -- the thing wherein lies the key to Mike Mitchell's success or failure. And for the 1981-'82 season, this business major is poised with it.

Being named the lone captain of this year's edition certainly cont'd I missed to that many. Though the all-everything junior, John Paxson, was the natural choice for the team's leadership job, Yet Phelps went with Mitchell.

"I always give the seniors a shot at it," says Phelps. "I told Mike when I recruited him that he'd be captain of the team. He's a great person and deserves to be captain. It has nothing to do with playing time, and has everything to do with leadership."

Visitors to practice over the last six weeks have seen a new man on the court wearing No. 15. "He's been playing well and shooting well," says coach with a sigh of relief. "He's playing like he was the end of his freshman year when we were in Yugoslavia. Mike's got a lot of knowledge of our system and the mental experience that we need. We've got to let Mike just go out there and play. It's more of a situation now of just letting Mike blend in. He's got to help us."

And no doubt that will be Mike Mitchell's number one priority this year -- "helping us." But there's a little more incentive for him. He's got a few last years to make up for.

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Associate Sports Editor

Digger contemplates his future

Injuries hampered Mike Mitchell's collegiate career from the start. Now the Irish captain wants to start from scratch. (Photo by John Maccom)
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And no doubt that will be Mike Mitchell's number one priority this year -- "helping us." But there's a little more incentive for him. He's got a few last years to make up for.

By SKIP DESJARDIN
Associate Sports Editor

Digger contemplates his future

Injuries hampered Mike Mitchell's collegiate career from the start. Now the Irish captain wants to start from scratch. (Photo by John Maccom)
Playing key roles

Andree, Varner recovering quickly

By CHUCK GREENE
Sports Writer

When a team loses three of its top five players to graduation, it's obvious that the team is going to put a very inexperienced team on the floor. That is the case this season for our Fighting Irish. With Kelly Tripucka, Orlando Woolridge, and Tracy Jackson gone, several players who saw limited action last year will be called on to make outstanding contributions to this year's squad. Two such players are juniors Tim Andree and Marc Kelly.

Andree feels he's up to the challenge. "I've worked hard and I think that work will pay off. I have more responsibility than ever and I feel I'm ready for it."

Andree thinks the media is selling him short. "John Paxson is a great basketball player, but there is more to us than John. His support will be very strong once we gain some needed experience. In addition we have a lot of pride, and feel we can come through when we have to. We believe in ourselves and think we have the talent to win games before this season is over."

Bill Varner, much like Andree, came to Notre Dame as a highly-touted high school superstar, and has had two good years here. This season Varner is also expected to become one of the team leaders. At 6-6, 200 pounds, and with an especially strong sophomore season behind him, he seems ready to fill the role.

"I'm finally ready to start, after two years of waiting my turn on the bench. I think I've improved, but still need to maintain intensity in the games. Varner is indeed ready to start after playing in every game of his rookie season, putting up a blazing .43 percent from the field, and hitting for 17 points against Belgrade in high school, injuring his big toe."

"He's been playing with a lot of confidence this fall," says Digger Phelps. "He's got to become our best defensive forward, and that's what we're trying to do right now."

"He'll have to play somebody that's 6-6, pretty quick, good rebounder that's the type of offensive player we're going to go up against. I also feel he's got to make a contribution on the boards at both ends of the floor. That's one of the reasons we recruited him - for his rebounding."

Varner knows the lack of respect from the media for this year's team is just fine. "I'm glad they expect nothing from us. John will get a lot of concentration which is also good because they don't realize we have four other talented players."

But behind the scenes, the walk-ons were the players who sat at practice for countless hours, waiting to spell the "scholarship" players, who had to run wind sprints with the rest of them so that they were always ready just in case.

Until this year, when the doors to Phelps' recruiting stable were shut last spring, the Irish coach had had nine scholarship athletes, not even enough for two full squads at practice. With three-year walk-on veteran Marc Kelly already in tow, Phelps invited the Asphalt Court of Notre Dame's Bookstore Basketball Tournament and invited four-year stars Gary Grassey and Karl Love to join him for the 1981-82 voyage.

"At the beginning of the season, Digger told us that we all had roles, and that our success would be dictated by how well each of us performed our roles," explained Kelly, a senior from La Crescenta, Calif. "The role of Gary, Karl and myself is even more important this year than the role of walk-ons in years past, because we're a smaller team, we have a more active role in practice."

Grassey echoed Kelly's sentiments. "The primary role of the walk-on is to help prepare the team for upcoming opponents," offered the pride of Hackettstown, N.J. "The past couple of years we've been running Indiana's offense and defense so that's the rest of the team is exposed to and practices against what they'll be facing Tuesday in Bloomington."

"I consider preparing the team as an important role as any other," concurred Love, a product of Columbia, Md. "I have come to accept the fact that I probably won't play that much in game situations, but the preparation of the team is the most important role I play."

One would expect that Kelly, Grassey and Love would work and sweat primarily for those few minutes of glory at the end of an Irish game. But the trio agreed that they took a lot of pride in the performance of the team they helped to prepare.

"We can measure the contribution we make to the team in the performance of the squad that is on the floor," explained the 6-2, 200-pound Grassey. "If the team excels well offensively and defensively against a great team, we know that we have done our job in practice."

"Our walk-ons are assuming a much more prominent part in this year's team," remarked Phelps. "Due to injuries and the small number of players on the team, we have no choice but to use the walk-ons extensively in practice - and they are doing the best they can do."

Kelly, a three-year veteran of the ACC hardwood and the only senior on the team besides Mike Mitchell, captains the blue team, composed of Grassey, Love and freshmen Dan Andree, Varner and Gary Grassey.

"The role of Gary, Karl and myself is even more important this year than the role of walk-ons in years past, because we're a smaller team, we have a more active role in practice."

Grassey echoed Kelly's sentiments. "The primary role of the walk-on is to help prepare the team for upcoming opponents."
Duff, Rowan making all the necessary adjustments

By DAVE DZIEDZIC
Sports Writer

Rowan and Duff. Duff and Rowan. If you haven't heard their names yet, you soon will, because Dan Duff and Ron Rowan may be the best pair of freshman guards to enter Notre Dame since Bill Hanflik and Rich Branning.

"Rowan and Duff complement each other excellently," says Irish head coach Digger Phelps. "Duff is the playmaker and Rowan is the shooter. They should be able to play well together.

Rowan is 6-5 and weighs 185. Duff, who is five inches shorter than Rowan, is also two pounds heavier. But don't let that pudgy frame fool you -- Duff is quick. Just ask Digger: "He's very quick on his feet," says Phelps. "And he's a terrific passer. He'd had a lot of turnovers in practice because the other guys aren't expecting his passes. He's the point guard that we were looking for."

Duff's high school statistics exemplify his style of play. Last year at Lincoln Community High School in Lincoln, II., he averaged 11 assists a contest. He holds the school records for most assists in a game (18), season (219) and career (622). Oh, yes. Duff can shoot as well. Last year he averaged 15 points a game.

He was a starter all four years in high school, during which Lincoln compiled a 105-13 mark. He captained the squad his senior year, leading the team to a 28-1 record. Lincoln advanced to the state finals during Duff's junior year.

Duff has been honored by several organizations for his national All-Scholastic team and participated in the Kentucky Derby and McDonald's clastics last season. He was named to the Illinois All state teams by the Associated Press and the United Press International, as well as the Chicago Tribune. He was the most valuable player in the Big 12 Conference in his junior and senior years.

"I'm an aggressive player," says Duff, who could be the hands-down winner of a Stan Wilcox-style contest. "I like to control the offense and set up my teammates. I get a lot of satisfaction when I make a good pass that leads to an easy shot." Duff thinks he arrived on campus at a good time. "Most of the guards here are very wily," he says, referring particularly to senior Mike Mitchell and junior John Paxson. "I hope to be able to contribute right away. I'll try to give the starters a rest while adjusting to college ball." Duff is aware that many basketball observers are predicting a tough year for the Irish, especially because of Notre Dame's lack of height. "That's okay," he says. "I'm used to playing on small teams. Last year our tallest guy was 6-4, and we ended up ranked 17th in the nation. We played the way that Notre Dame will have to play this year -- aggressive, hard-nosed basketball." Duff also comes to Notre Dame with experience. He is a terrific passer. He's had a lot of turnovers in practice because the other guys aren't expecting his passes. He's the point guard that we were looking for.

Duff is known for his "coast-to-coast" style of play. Last year at Lincoln Community High School in Lincoln, II., he averaged 11 assists a contest. He holds the school records for most assists in a game (18), season (219) and career (622). Oh, yes. Duff can shoot as well. Last year he averaged 15 points a game.

He was a starter all four years in high school, during which Lincoln compiled a 105-13 mark. He captained the squad his senior year, leading the team to a 28-1 record. Lincoln advanced to the state finals during Duff's junior year.

Duff has been honored by several organizations for his national All-Scholastic team and participated in the Kentucky Derby and McDonald's clastics last season. He was named to the Illinois All state teams by the Associated Press and the United Press International, as well as the Chicago Tribune. He was the most valuable player in the Big 12 Conference in his junior and senior years.

"I'm an aggressive player," says Duff, who could be the hands-down winner of a Stan Wilcox-style contest. "I like to control the offense and set up my teammates. I get a lot of satisfaction when I make a good pass that leads to an easy shot." Duff thinks he arrived on campus at a good time. "Most of the guards here are very wily," he says, referring particularly to senior Mike Mitchell and junior John Paxson. "I hope to be able to contribute right away. I'll try to give the starters a rest while adjusting to college ball." Duff is aware that many basketball observers are predicting a tough year for the Irish, especially because of Notre Dame's lack of height. "That's okay," he says. "I'm used to playing on small teams. Last year our tallest guy was 6-4, and we ended up ranked 17th in the nation. We played the way that Notre Dame will have to play this year -- aggressive, hard-nosed basketball." Duff also comes to Notre Dame with experience. He is a terrific passer. He's had a lot of turnovers in practice because the other guys aren't expecting his passes. He's the point guard that we were looking for.

Rowan's "five inch" size, his quickness, his ability to handle the ball, and his shooting ability will be depended on to do a lot of growing up around and the points will come.

By CHRIS NEEDLES
Sports Writer

In a year where Coach Digger Phelps faces a major rebuilding job because of heavy losses, a trio of rather inexperienced sophomores will be depended on to do a lot of growing up in a hurry.

All three -- forwards Tom Sluby, Barry Spencer and Cecil Rucker -- were forced into starting roles in the season opening victory over St. Joseph's because of injuries to junior frontliners Bill Varner and Tim Andre.

That represents quite an adjustment for the trio, which saw very limited action last season for the senior laden squad.

Well, at least there's no need to worry about a sophomore jinx plaguing the Irish this season.

Sluby, a 6-4, 200-pounder from Washington, D.C.'s, St. Edmund High School, managed to average 14 minutes per game last season but played very little in key situations, although he was on the court for Danny Angets' in famous "coast-to-shore" layup in the loss to BYU in the NCAA Tournament.

But even though he saw limited playing time, Sluby did show flashes of brilliance, reminding some Irish observers of former Notre Dame and now-NBA All-Star Adrian Dantley.

He averaged around three points a game, but shot just under 52 percent from the field.

Sluby feels that, despite his inexperience, he is capable of stepping into a starting position this season.

"I feel I'm pretty ready now," he says. "Last year was more of a learning year for me. But I know our system now, so I'm pretty confident I can do the job."

One would think that most of the pressure of replacing the departed Kelly Tripucka and Orlando Woolridge would fall squarely on the shoulders of the sophomores who will serve as their replacements. But Sluby thinks otherwise.

"I'm surprised," Sluby says, "but there doesn't seem to be much pressure at all on me or the others. I just go out there, playing my own style of ball, and do my best.

"We're adjusting pretty well, but it's still going to take a little while longer. We just have to realize that those guys are gone and we'll have to do it without them."

Sluby was impressive in Saturday's victory, scoring 17 points and adding four key assists. But, in 32 minutes of action, he garnered just one rebound, after grabbing just one board against the Yugoslavs. "I'm not rebounding enough yet," admits Sluby. "I'll just have to go to the boards tougher and box out a little better.

For one reason or another, Barry Spencer has seen very little action in his last three years of basketball, both at Notre Dame and in high school at Detroit's Catholic Central. "It feels good to get in some playing time," Spencer said after Saturday's win. "I had a break ankle my junior year in high school, so I really haven't played much ball the last three years."

The 6-7, 195-pound Spencer recovered well from his 6-10-10 disaster in the Yugoslav game to tally six points and grab 11 rebounds against the Pumas before leaving in the second half with a slight ankle sprain. "I see my role as being one of the leading rebounders on the team," says Spencer. "I also have to play good defense and keep the middle clogged up.

I don't feel any pressure to do much scoring. All we have to do is move the ball around and the points will come.""}
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JUNIORS!!!

LOTTERY for Morris Inn rooms for February 19-21 Junior Parents' Weekend will be on Wednesday, December 2 in LaFortune Nazz

7:30 pm,

Tom Sluby

Barry Spencer

See SOFRESH, page 12
**Mary D. tries to build another winning team here**

By MARK HANNUKSELA

Sports Writer

The interview is nearly over. She stands, walks across the thick, blue-plush carpet that covers the floor of her office, and takes something off the top of her desk.

"There's no reason for this," she says, revealing the cover of the December 4 issue of <em>Basketball Weekly</em>. Pictured in Camden (N.J.) High School's Billy Thompson, the most sought-after high school basketball player in the country. She returns to the sofa that aligns the room's rear wall, still holding the publication.

"The women are getting to be just as good," she says. "They all know what they can and can't do, the best teams in the country. Now time is precious to people, so they hit the grindstone and become one of the best teams in the country."

To achieve that goal, DiStanislao says she employs a liberal substitution policy enabling her to use several different combinations in the lineup.

"I like knowing I have eight or nine starters," she explains. "It's hard to play people 40 minutes anymore. We're going to utilize the assets of all our players to show our opponent different looks. We have a lot of confidence in the people we have and are able to contribute."

One familiar contributor is senior captain Missy Conoby, who has earned a pair of monograms at her forward post. The 5-8 spark plug from Tuscaloosa, Ala., averaged 2-9 points a game in her role as Notre Dame's superstar, but DiStanislao insists her value can't be measured statistically.

"Missy provides a lot of leadership for us," she says. "She's very aggressive on the court, and she teaches the younger kids by example. Missy typifies the way we want our team to play."

Notre Dame's catalyst on the front line is two-time letter winner and last year's leading scorer and rebounder, Shari Marvey. The 6-1 junior out of Youngstown, Ohio, who re won most of the Irish record books her rookie season, is already Notre Dame's all-time leading scorer and ranks second in rebounding. She finished the 80-81 campaign boasting a 14.8 scoring average, while rebounding at a 7.0 clip.

"There's no doubt that Shari can score points for us," DiStanislao confirms. "What she has to work on is her defense, and she's shown great improvement in that area."

Other newcomers vying for a spot on the team include the likes of 6-0 Carri, 5-10 Ruth Kaiser and 6-1 Mary Beth Schuetz.

"The most exciting thing on this team is its youth," admits DiStanislao. "We have a tremendous nucleus for the future of Notre Dame basketball. These freshmen are a very talented lot."

Bates, a Kansas City, Mo., native averaged 2-9 points and 10 rebounds per contest as a senior at Hickman Hills High School. While gaining first team all-state honors three consecutive seasons, she also was named to the Parade All-America squad. DiStanislao describes Kaiser as "total enthusiasm on the court." The Temple, Ariz., product helped her prep squad reach as state champion in 1980 and remaining four years. And fourth-year, record-breaking Ankles at Indianapolis' Perry Meridian High School, marquette, 1-08 in the list of veterans at the program in America. These freshmen are a very talented lot."

Bates, a Kansas City, Mo., native averaged 20 points and 10 rebounds per contest as a senior at Hickman Hills High School. While gaining first team all-state honors three consecutive seasons, she also was named to the Parade All-America squad. DiStanislao describes Kaiser as "total enthusiasm on the court." The Temple, Ariz., product helped her prep squad reach as state champion in 1980 and remaining four years. And fourth-year, record-breaking Ankles at Indianapolis' Perry Meridian High School, marquette, 1-08 in the list of veterans at the program in America. These freshmen are a very talented lot."

Rutisha, an intelligent and well-coached player, DiStanislao adds, "and Susan Boats spooky, which we'll utilize in fast-break situations."

Others are prepared to lend a hand this year including two walk-ons, junior Jim Crowe, who was sidelined last winter due to academic difficulties, and freshmen Janice Monagle.

"I feel really good about this season," concludes DiStanislao. "We know what to expect. We need to just practice one day at a time, and take care of business at a time. If we do that, we'll take our program up one year at a time."

"It's a challenge," the Irish, who took a schedule that includes national powers DePaul, Missouri and Michigan State, will be eligible to compete in the first-ever NCAA Women's Basketball Championships.

---

**Top-flight freshmen will contribute**

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

Thanks to a top-rate recruiting effort that welcomed five blue-chip freshmen to the Notre Dame's newly recruited and revamped women's basketball team will take the floor this season.

Along with her five top-notchers, second-year coach Mary DiStanislao will look for support from her six returning veterans who won a season of Division I competition under their belts. The Irish, who jumped into the big leagues in year ago, are considering it bet- ter the 10-18 mark they notched in 1980-81. "We're a little bit ahead this season, so we have to work much harder, a lot harder to improve, every game," DiStanislao of fers. "Last season was very much a transition year. We're going to be a lot better with five starters here and the demands of a tougher schedule presented a new experience to the players." DiStanislao is coaching career now that her team has some idea what to expect.

"We've made that transition. We've faced a power like South Carolina. We know what it takes to be the best teams in the country. Now time is precious so we..."...
The Irish Extra — Basketball

Big changes due for the 'new-look' Belles team

By DAVE WILSON
Sports Writer

As the Saint Mary's Belles get underway with the 1981-82 basketball season, fans can expect to see not only a number of new faces on the squad, but some noticeable changes in the game plan as well. Jerry Dallessio enters his fifth year as head coach of the team, and is quite optimistic in his outlook of the challenging season ahead.

"I think we'll be a better team than last year," says Dallessio. "I'm not predicting a better win-loss record necessarily, but I think we're a better team."

The Belles take a 1-1 record into tonight's game with visiting Tri-State. The game is scheduled for 7 p.m. in the Angels Athletic Facility.

"There's a good attitude out there on the court. The girls are really working, and they're noticeably more competitive than last year's squad."

The team has been reduced to 12 players, three less than last year, and Dallessio sees the change as an improvement in team chemistry.

"We've got 12 quality kids out there," he says. "A smaller roster allows more playing time and less bench time for each girl, and that should boost team confidence."

Three juniors, two sophomores and six freshmen make up this year's squad, which will attempt to defend last year's district and Roundball Classic championships.

"The girls are really working, and they're noticeably more competitive than last year's squad."

Junior Mary Pat Sittenfeld is the Belles' starting center, and junior Anne Armstrong is the starting guard. Jennifer Van Ort returns to the "new-look" Belles team.

Three juniors, three sophomores and six freshmen make up this year's squad, which will attempt to defend last year's district and Roundball Classic championships.

Dallessio's 1981-82 edition will be strikingly different from last year's. "You've got some new things in the offense," says Dallessio. "We want to press a little more, and most importantly, we want to spread out the whole pace of the game. We don't have the depth inside that we did last year, but I think that can be made up for with speed and more concentration."

The Belles dropped a close contest to Kalamazoo Valley Community College 10 days ago in the season opener, 56-52, but Dallessio was pleased. Armstrong led the Belles with 16 points, while Sittenfeld added 11 points and nine rebounds, and Anne Sitzer pulled down eight rebounds.

Dallessio has an outstanding young nucleus of players and, as Van Ort noted, "This is Ray Tolbert. Landon Turner has been

Dallessio takes his game very seriously

By SARA ZAPPFA
Sports Writer

"Hard work and confidence are the key to being successful," that's the philosophy that SMC head basketball Jerry Dallessio will be trying to instill in his players this season.

But, finally, we still don't expect either of them to be at 100 percent."

"The Hoosiers will be hurting as well. Don't look for the team that swept through the NCAA tournament to the national championship to take the court at Assembly Hall tonight.

"Wunderkind Isiah Thomas is in the NBA. So is Ray Tolbert. Landon Turner has been confined to a wheelchair by a tragic auto accident. Glen Gentzler graduated, as did Steve Riley.

"This won't be the same team that won by Miami (Ohio), 73-64, Saturday. Freshman forward Rick Rowray broke his arm in the last game in Bloomington between the Irish and the Hoosiers met last Dec. 9, when Notre Dame won, 68-64... The Hoosiers grabbed a narrow win over the Irish in 1977 in the last game in Bloomington between the two schools... Indiana leads the series, which dates back to 1928, 28-16... Only Michigan State, with 55, has won more against Notre Dame... Six of the last seven Hoosiers have been on the team and their record against the Irish is 8-2."

"We just don't know what to expect from this season," Knight says. "We're going to have to work and win."

"One thing is certain, Knight was not at all pleased with the team's performance against Miami. "I feel terrible sorry for Miami," he said Saturday. "They lost a team that the players are really working, and they're noticeably more competitive than last year's squad."

Besides Van Ort, the freshmen members of this year's squad include Teresa McGinnis, Elaine Suess, Trisha Nolan, Chip Ayotte and Kathy Murphy, all of whom have potential, according to Dallessio.

"Missy (Van Ort) seems to improve by the day," he says, "and we're looking for some good support right now from Teresa McGinnis and Teresa Terrig." All the players will come around with time and playing experience."

The Observer is accepting applications for the position of copy editor.

Applications are due by 12:00 Friday.
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whole do well — then I know I’ve done my part.

"Being a senior, Marc is obviously the most experienced walk-on we have," recounted Phelps. "Marc means a lot more to us than the 50-foot rainbow jump shots he makes at the end of a game. He plays quite a part in practice."

Grassey, a dean’s list economics major, found himself in Digger’s office last April after a successful Bookstore campaign.

"Digger asked me to get in shape this summer so that I could go hard for a full practice," described the part-time Observer Sportswriter. "He wants me to assume a physical role on the team, and thus give the forwards and center a robust workout underneath.

"Digger isn’t as concerned about Marc and Karl and I making mistakes as much as he is concerned that we hustle and give as much as we can for as long as we can. Effort is the most important thing.

Despite the satisfaction he enjoys when he sees the team performing well, Grassey was still thrilled when he stepped onto the ACC court for the first time against St. Joseph.

"That was without a doubt the biggest thrill of my athletic career. There is really no way to describe it."

Against St. Joseph, Grassey and Kelly even enjoyed a few light moments on the bench, particularly when Love was called on for a brief first-half playing stint.

"I turned to Marc and told him that the way things were going, he had better be ready to guard Rod Foster," noted Grassey as he thought about Saturday’s UCLA game.

continued from page 8

known as a dead-eye shooter after hitting 79 percent of his shots freshman year. What came as a shock was his game-high 15 rebounds.

"It’s a known fact that Digger has been on my back since Karl and I making mistakes as much as he is concerned that we hustle and give as much as we can for as long as we can. Effort is the most important thing.

"Digger expects good things from us, but I expect even better things from myself," the junior guard remarked. "Becoming a part of the Notre Dame team has been my biggest thrill in athletics and I want to live up to that."

"I played against All-Americans in high school and a few all-staters in Bookstore, but I think the caliber of competition I am facing here in the collegiate league is the biggest difference for me. I am really becoming familiar with the strategies and thinking process involved in the game of basketball."

"It has been a big transition for Gary and Karl from Bookstore to varsity, and a big change for Marc since he is taking a more active role on the team," remarked Phelps. 'I don’t know where we would be without these guys.'"

Cecil Rucker and his classmates will play a vital role in any success the Irish achieve this year. See Chris Needell’s profile of the sophomores on page 8. (Photo by John Macor)

Some old-fashioned reasons to spend the holidays at our house.

Special Holiday Events This Week

• Tues., Dec. 1st:
  Chef Ray Bertschy demonstrates how to make a Yule log. Recipe will be given. Classes free, but limited to 15. Sign up now.

• Thurs., Dec. 3rd:
  Decorations from South Bend’s Clay Middle School go on display in Grand Hall.

• Fri., Dec. 4th, 6 pm:
  Tree lighting ceremony with Ann Kolasa, director of dept. of Economic Development and redevelopment.

Be sure to look for this ad announcing our weekly events of the season.

Walk-ons

Gary is in the best shape he has been in since high school," said Phelps. "He has worked very hard on his own to help us." Love a veteran of the Irish's famous Game Breakers, who fell in the semi-finals of last year’s Bookstore classic, was named to the Bookstore all-star team when he caught Phelps’ eye.

"Karl is a very good shooter and a smooth player," explained the Irish coach. "And he works just as hard as Gary and Marc to prepare himself and the team."

"I turned to Marc and told him... be bad better be ready to guard Rod Foster."

"Digger expects good things from us, but I expect even better things from myself," the junior guard remarked. "Becoming a part of the Notre Dame team has been my biggest thrill in athletics and I want to live up to that."

"I played against All-Americans in high school and a few all-staters in Bookstore, but I think the caliber of competition I am facing here in the collegiate league is the biggest difference for me. I am really becoming familiar with the strategies and thinking process involved in the game of basketball."

"It has been a big transition for Gary and Karl from Bookstore to varsity, and a big change for Marc since he is taking a more active role on the team," remarked Phelps. 'I don’t know where we would be without these guys.'"

Thank You

Tonight we will present a check for nearly $2,400 to the Landon Turner Fund. Your generosity has been greatly appreciated.

The Observer
37 minutes per game led the entire squad) that people are pointing to me to play a big part for the team. What they don't realize is that we have a lot of good returning players who can also get the job done well for us.

Yet, there is no doubt that a lot will revolve around Pasaxon's abilities and experience. Phelps noted that he wants the basketball in Pasaxon's hands 70 percent of the time when the Irish are on offense. From there, his penetrating, shooting and passing talents take charge.

"I definitely will have to contribute more this year," admits Pasaxon. "Last year my job was quite easy at times in just having to feed the ball to the seniors whenever we needed a score. But this is something I've waited for ever since I came here," explains Pasaxon of the take charge role he is to assume on the court this year. "It will be a challenge, but I'm looking forward to it with confidence."

What is surprising about Pasaxon is that in a year when he'll make most All-America teams, he refuses to set any particular goals for himself.

"Says Pasaxon, "I never try to hit if go into any game thinking I've got to score or more points today. We're winnin', then it leads to a very bad habit of beginning to force things—things that you aren't really capable of doing. Then you start making all kinds of mistakes that can really destroy a team.""

It's the same system that Pasaxon followed last year. And for some reason he always seemed to perform better against the other top guards in the country. His best scoring nights (22, 21, 20 and 18 points) came against All-Americans (San Diego, Calif.) Foster, Zam Frederick (South Carolina) and Thomas.

"Psychologically, those games gave me the confidence to know I could compete against some of the top players in the nation. Those games are really just examples of how I try to take whatever the situation offers," says Pasaxon. "Those 9.9-point games per game doesn't really tell the story. "We either got into a running game with those teams which always helps a guard's scoring average—or things just opened up for me."

"I just try to go out and play the hardest I can because that's all you can really risk of anybody," he cradles. "I believe that there's a matter of doing the best I can for the team by taking advantage of whatever they offer us. Whether that calls for me to be a passing or shooting guard doesn't matter."

And how does Pasaxon feel about this year's "Rat Pack"?

"We just have to want and see," he smiles. "If I'm one of 10, 11 or 12 in a game with a pessimistic attitude, though, we shouldn't be out there on the court. I'm optimistic. We've worked really hard this year, and I think a lot of our players haven't had the chance to show their stuff before are ready to show us what they can really do."

With John Pasaxon leading the new, but talented, crop of Notre Dame basketball players, Irish fans shouldn't be pessimistic either.

... Freshmen

continued from page 8
to get used to the noise.

Duff is a little less optimistic. "It might be tough to play on the road," he says. "I'm sure other guys can get as loud as the ACC.

Rowan and Duff cite similar reasons for choosing Notre Dame over other universities. "Academics was a major concern of mine," says Duff. "There are other things in life besides basketball!"

Rowan agrees. "Notre Dame has the best combination of academics and athletics available," says the business major to be. "It was also attracted by Notre Dame's competitive schedule and great publicity."

Being a college freshman is tough enough without the added pressure of practices and scrimmages, but Rowan and Duff seem to be the talented freshmen's leadership. See Dave Delucia's story on page 6. (Photo by John Macer)
Big boat sailors with racing experience on medium to large size boats are needed by the Notre Dame Sailing Club. Call Phil Reynolds at 253-5411 for more details — The Observer

Joe Agostino and Phil Baty claimed individual titles as the Notre Dame wrestling team finished second at Marquette at the Concordia Invitational last weekend. Agostino took the crown in 2:4-2:8, winning an exciting match against his brother Pete in the finals. Baty won his third championship when he claimed the title at 167 lbs. Mike Nolten placed second at 177 lbs. Shawn Moloney (190 lbs.), Carl Dahlhausen (158-1/2 lbs.), James Cal¬cagnotto (135-1/2 lbs.), Jeff Herman (142 lbs.) and Dave Andrleit (118-1/2 lbs.) rounded up the individual placers as they all finished fourth.

This Thursday, the wrestlers travel to Valparaiso for their only dual match of the season. — The Observer

Men's Novice Crew will hold a mandatory meeting this Thursday at 5:30 p.m. for all women interested in racing this season. The meeting will be held in the LaMaSSI lobby. — The Observer

The SMC ski team will hold a mandatory meeting this Thursday at 5:30 p.m. for all women interested in racing this season. The meeting will be held in the LaMaSSI lobby.
IU warmup

By CHRIS NEEDLES
Sports Writer

It was "no faulty" basketball at its best.
No cheerleaders, half a student section, and a few people disguised as a pep band — all were, or weren't, on hand Saturday at the ACC. For the Irish, it was their opening its 1981-82 version of the Reconstruction Period by beating St. Joseph's (Ind.), R2-52.

Even though all the failure was missing from a typical home opener, that didn't take away from the significance of the victory. Granted, the Pumas are not even UCAU — maybe they're not even up to Valpo's caliber — and the first true test for the young Irish squad will come tonight in Bloomington against Indiana University, but Saturday's victory was impressive, a few of this season's question marks a chance to start off the season with a win, and many of them took full advantage of the opportunity.

"You can see that this is a young, inexperienced basketball team," said Coach Digger Phelps. "The more game situations we can create, even against a team like St. Joseph's, the better off we will be in the long run."

With juniors Bill Varner and Tim Andres in senior clothes cutting foot injuries, Phelps was forced to start an all-sophomore front line of 6-4 Tom Sluby, 6-8 Ceci Rucker and 6-7 Barry Spencer. All responded surprisingly well to their first start.
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throughout the season, the safety valve move of dumping the ball off to a running back was successful for Irish opponents.

But that's just the defense. If anything, the offense was worse. "We had to simplify our offense," Faust admits now. "It was just too complex for the players to grasp."

But there's a fine line between too much simplicity and predictability, and Faust has already crossed it. "Somebody has to devise more than two patterns — fly down the sideline or cross or go up the middle — to Joe Howard."

It's time for Faust and his assistants to switch the wingback position altogether. First Tony Hunter was scratched from the game by his knee, and fellow forward Spencer in street clothes nursing foot "injury."

"I was really pleased with the Notre Dame success stories. He's a big live wire on the court (with John Paxson and Varner as guards), but until we get over this injury situation we are

As for the Pumas (1-1), they were led by Gary Plamondon's 12 points, as he was the only player to hit double figures. St. Joe's was hurt by a dismal 12 percent shooting percentage from the floor.

John Paxson continued his steady play by hitting 10 of 14 from the field for 22 points, and he added five assists. Hives played 37 minutes on Saturday, just as Spence, and fellow forward Spencer grabbed 11 board."

It may have been "no faulty," but with Indiana and UCLA coming up this week, it was a sweet breath of fresh air for Phelps and his Irish.

Tar Heels defeat Trojans

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — James Worthy moved there, then Greg Bell. Notre Dame spade spade last night to lead No.1 North Carolina to a 75-62 college basketball victory over Southern California. As Chris McEachin, the man reputed to have

played 6-8 Cecil Rucker and 6-7

Andree in street clothes nursing foot "injury."

"I was really pleased with the Notre Dame success stories. He's a big live wire on the court (with John Paxson and Varner as guards), but until we get over this injury situation we are

As for the Pumas (1-1), they were led by Gary Plamondon's 12 points, as he was the only player to hit double figures. St. Joe's was hurt by a dismal 12 percent shooting percentage from the floor.

John Paxson continued his steady play by hitting 10 of 14 from the field for 22 points, and he added five assists. Hives played 37 minutes on Saturday, just as Spence, and fellow forward Spencer grabbed 11 board."

It may have been "no faulty," but with Indiana and UCLA coming up this week, it was a sweet breath of fresh air for Phelps and his Irish.
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1 Travel in water 25 Meadow
5 Transparent material 46 Rat genius
10 Charity 48 One of 56 One on the move
14 Gravy of 58 Eff-like creature
15 Tragic 59 Japanese shipping word
16 Simple 60 Courier
17 "I am..." 61 Desert-like
18 "I want..." 62 Ugly one
19 Corn or oat 63 Not now
40 Product 64 Easy gait
41 Commodities 66 One ahead
42 Firearm 67 Polio
43 Collection 68 Scythe
44 - and over 69 Egypt
45 Matter 70 Tuesday's Solution
24 Stocking nuisance 71 Climbing plant
25 Jeweler's concern 72 Link
27 Lecturer's madam 73 A. Crawford
29 Platform 74 Clementine
31 Student's workshop 75 Of
34 Mr. Arden 76 A. Crawford
35 Japanese native 77 Eff-like creature
36 Husky and 78 Eff-like creature
37 Big eater, big spender 79 Eff-like creature
40 Existence: Lat.
41 Corn or oat 80 Eff-like creature
42 Firearm 81 Eff-like creature
43 Collection 82 Eff-like creature
44 - and over 83 Eff-like creature
50 Matter 84 Eff-like creature
66 One ahead 85 Eff-like creature
72 Link 86 Eff-like creature
73 A. Crawford 87 Eff-like creature
75 Of 88 Eff-like creature

DOWN
7 Down 1 Do in a fly 38 NFA word
8 In the thick of 2 Hope 39 Freshwater fish
9 Mexican 3 A. Crawford
10 Sun 44 Perfect 40 Firearm
11 Baking 45 One ahead 41 Eff-like creature
12 Burden 46 Scythe 42 Eff-like creature
13 Lamprey 47 Climbing plant 43 Eff-like creature
21 Straight 48 A. Crawford 44 Eff-like creature
22 Rate genius 49 Eff-like creature 45 Eff-like creature
23 Matter 50 Eff-like creature 46 Eff-like creature
24 Stocking nuisance 51 Food 47 Climbing plant
25 Meadow 52 Gemstone ruler 48 A. Crawford
46 Rat genius 53 Mad dog
56 One on the move 54 Gemstone ruler 49 Eff-like creature
58 Eff-like creature 55 Contesting party
59 Japanese shipping word 56 One on the move 50 Eff-like creature
60 Courier 57 Pastoral 51 Food
61 Desert-like 58 Eff-like creature 52 Gemstone ruler
62 Ugly one 59 Japanese shipping word 53 Mad dog
63 Not now 60 Courier 54 Gemstone ruler
64 Easy gait 61 Desert-like 55 Contesting party

Tuesday's Solution

STUDENT UNION Presents:
"Do Black Patent Leather Shoes Really Reflect Up?"
3rd Hit Year in Chicago

Transportation & Ticket $22 per person. Limited Tickets Available

Bus departs 6:15 pm, Friday, Dec. 4th. Returns to ND immediately after show. Arrive 1:15 am.
Irish learn tough lessons in Miami

By KELLY SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

MIAMI — The Notre Dame football team has learned some tough lessons this season.

"I've learned I don't like to lose," said coach Gary Faust.

The Irish lost their last three games and are 1-7-1 overall. They will try to break their winning streak this weekend against Air Force.

"I'm not going to lose a game," said Faust. "I've got to win a game."

The Irish are looking for their first win since Oct. 25 against Air Force.

"I don't think we've lost a game," said Faust. "We've just lost three in a row."

The Irish have struggled on offense this season, averaging only 17 points per game. They have also struggled on defense, allowing 33 points per game.

"I think we've got to get back to fundamentals," said Faust. "We've got to get back to the basics."